ALERTING

ESO Alerting is a configurable way for EMS and hospital professionals to communicate securely and efficiently when minutes matter most.

EARLY NOTIFICATION EQUALS BETTER PREPARATION.

Improve the care of EMS transport patients with Alerting. Capture critical patient information at the scene, using smartphones and tablets, and wirelessly transmit data, photos and video to the Hospital ED to alert them of incoming EMS transports and help them prepare for cases before the patient arrives.

GATHER CRITICAL DATA QUICKLY

Alerting eliminates time-consuming verbal reports so you can easily and accurately share data with hospitals. Plus, it’s easy to use – you can capture data with Alerting’s “one-touch” assessments.

CONFIGURABLE FOR YOUR NEEDS

Unlimited points of entry which can be configured to your local population and EMS/hospital protocols offer ultimate flexibility.

KNOW WHAT’S COMING

Alerting alerts ED personnel of case types and allows EMS to receive notifications of room assignments for their patients.

SECURE & COMPLAINT

Alerting provides HIPAA compliant, two-way communication for EMS and hospitals. You can wirelessly and securely transmit case summaries, including pictures and video, to the hospital.

Learn more about ESO Alerting at eso.com or call us today at 866-766-9471.